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Fitting Guide – Lower face cuff with link – fitting for a smaller 

patient 

YouTube Video – search Hilotherm Lower Face Cuff or scan QR code 

- Set up the device following the separate instructions 

- Attach the cuff, turn the device on and wait for the cuff to inflate 

- Select desired temperature (typically 16-19ºC for facial treatment) and wait 

for a few minutes until the temperature has been achieved 

- Lay out as shown below – Smooth side towards the patient’s face 

 
 

- Feed the longer hilofix strap through one of the slots at the top of the cuff, 

then down through the two slots at the very bottom of the cuff and up to 

the other slot at the top of the cuff to create a V shape. 

- Attach the shorter strap to one of the slots in the middle of the cuff. 

- The central cut out section should be in line with the mouth. Take the top 

ends of the longer hilofix strap and fix these on to each other on top of the 

head. The cut out section should fit around the mouth and the strap should 

sit under the chin as shown in the pictures. 

- The smaller strap should run along the neck linking the 2 slots in the 

middle of the cuff 

- Check the water is circulating all the way around the cuff by feeling the cuff 

by the input and output blue tubes 
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Fitting Guide – Lower face cuff with link 

 

YouTube Video – Search Hilotherm Lower Face Cuff or scan QR code 

- Set up the device following the separate instructions 

- Attach the cuff, turn the device on and wait for the cuff to inflate 

- Select desired temperature (typically 16-19ºC for facial treatment) and wait 

for a few minutes until the temperature has been achieved 

- Lay out as shown below with the smooth side towards the patient’s face 

- The shorter hilofix bandage attached to the top right hand slot A and the 

other end through slot E to create a loop.  

 

- Feed the second longer hilofix strap through slot B then C then D 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Place the loop strap (between slot A and E) on top of the head and line up 

the central cut out section with the mouth. Tighten the strap as needed to 

hold securely in place whilst keeping the open area around the mouth. 

 

- Take either end of the second hilofix strap (by point B and D) and bring 

these to meet around the back of the neck. Cross the straps over and 

Velcro in place. 

-  Check the water is circulating all the way around the cuff by feeling the 

cuff by the input and output blue tubes 
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